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The concept of a dual utility function was introduced by Roy [6]. The
theory of duality was analysed with respect to preferences by
Milleron [5] and Weddepohl [10]. Duality in the theory of production
functions was extensively studied by Shephard [8].
The mathematical concept of a dual set can be found in Eggleston [4]and
Valentine [ 91 .
In the present paper dual sets are introduced both for preferences and
for production sets. It is shown that witr a preference structure in
commodity space is associated a preference structure in price space and
with production sets in commodity space correspond production sets in
price space. Therefore also equilibria can be defined in dual space.
Ruys [7] applied this idea to an economy with collective goods only.
In part 2 of this paper we define some duality concepts and their pro-
perties. In part 3 the theory of part 2 is applied to a direct market
and the properties of a Pareto optimum, the core and of a competitive
equilibrium in price space are given. In part 1~ an economy with production
is introduced by a set of assumptions, similar to the ones given by
Debreu [3]. A competitive equilibrium is defined both in price space
and in commodity space.
A proof for the éxistence of an equilibrium is given by showing its
existence in price space. The advantage of this method is that a bounded
set containing the solution is easily found. We believe that this method
of proof could be applied to a wide range of problems in equilibrium
analysis.
t] I thank Mr.P.Ruys for his comments and his helpful discussion.
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Part 2
2.1 Cones and related sets
In this paper we only use cones, aureoled sets and star shaped sets
with respect to the origin. They can however be defined with respect
to any point. ( See Berge p. 15)
2.1.1 Def.
1) A set K C Rn is called a cone (with respect to the origin),if
x E K and a~ 0 ~ a x C K
2) A set K C Rn is called star-shaped (with respect to 0), if
x E K and 1~ a~ 0 ~ ~ x E Y.
3) A set K C Rn is called aureoled (with respect to 0), if
x E K and a~ 1 ~ a x E K
fig. 1
Obviously a cone is star-shaped as well as aureoled.
2.2 Closures
v7it~k any set in Rn can be associated a set of a certain type, which is
the smallest set of that type that contains the original set. Such an
operation is called a closure. A closure can also be considered as a
mapping f: X~ Y, if X is the set of all subsets of Rn. Now we have
a closure if (see Berge, p. 13), for K C Rn
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K C f(K)
C C K ~ i'(C) C f(K)
f(f(K)) - f(K)
f(~) - ~1
We shall use five closures: the ordinary (topological) closure, the con-
vex huïl, the star-closure, the cone of a set and the aureoled closure.
It i~ obvious that these are closured in the above sense
2.2.1 Def.
Given a set K C Rn, we have the following closures
a. (topological)
C1 Y: -{x E Rn I y e~ 0: BE(x) n K;~ ~}
b. (convex hull)
Conv K- áx E Rn I S x. E K; 3 a. ~ 0: x- E a.x. and E a. - 1}i i- i i i
c. (star-clcsure)
St K-{x E Rn I? y E K; S a: ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ 1 and x- a y}
d. (aureoled closure)
Au K- {x E Rn I S Y E K~ ~ a~ 1: x- a y}
e. (cone)
Cone K- {x E Rn I S y E K, ~ a~ 0: x- a y}
2.2.2 Property
a) If K is convex, all closures of definition are convex
b) If K is compact, all closures are closed and St K is compact
c) If K is convex we have
K- Au K n St K
d) For every K
Cone K- Au (St K) - St (Au)K - Au K U St K.
Proof of c
Since K C Au K and K C St K, we have K C Au K rl St K.
Now let x E Au K n St K. Since x E Au K, there exists a~ 1 and y E K,
such that x- a y and since x E St K, there exists 0 ~ u~ 1 and z E K,
such that x- u z and
x- a 1-u) t a-1 z
a-u y x-u
where a(1-u) t u(a-1) -~-u, hence x E C.
2.3 Openings
In a way similar to closures, "openings" can be defined. With any set
is associated a set of a certain type, which is the largest set of this
type, contained in the original set. If f represents an opening, it must
hold for K C Rn
f(K) C K
C C K ~ f(C) C f(K)
f(f(K)) - f(K)
f(Rn) - Rn
Apart from the interior of a set, we define the interior cone, the inte-
rior star and the interior aureole. It is obvious that these are openings;
(the opening of a convex set does not exist)
2.3.1 Def.
We have the following openings, for K C Rn
a) Znt K- {x I~1 e: Bc(x) C K}
b) the interior star
Stint K- {x I 0 ~ a ~ 1 ~ a x E K}
c) the interior aureolè
Auint K-{xl a~ 1 ~ a x E K}
d) the interior cone
Coneint K- {x I a~ 0 ~ a x E K}
2.3.2 Properties
a) Auint C- X` St(X~C)
b) Stint C- X` Au(X`C)
c) Coneint C- :` Cone ( X` C)
Proof
a) St X ` C- {x I~ y~ C; S a ~ 1: a y- x}.
Let x E Au int C. Suppose x E St X ` C. Now for some y~ C and
a ~ 1, x- a y, and we have ~~ 1, hence y-~ x~ C and that is a
contradiction.
Let x ~ Au int C. nence for some A~ 1, y- a x~ C hence
x- ~ yE St(X` C)
2.3.3. Froperty
0~ C ~ Stint C-~ and Coneint -~
C is bounded ~ Auint C-~ and Coneint C- Q
2.4 Duality
Let X- Rn and let P- Rn be "another" Euclidean space.
With any set C C X can be associated four different sets in P.
The dual sets
2.~.1 Def.
C~- {pE P I dXE C: px? 1}
t





and the dual cones.
2.~.2 Def.
Co -{p E P ~ d x E C: P x? 0}
t
Co -{p E F I H x E C: p x ~ 0}
C~ contains all p E P, such that the hyperplanes L(p) -{xlp x- 1}
separate C and {0}. C~ contains all p E P such that the hyperplane
L(p) has 0 and C on one side. C} and Co contain all p, such that the
planes {xlpx - 0} has C on the positive and the negative side respectively.
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If p is a point on the boundary of Cx, such that a p~ C~ for ~ ~ 1,
then the hyperplane L(p) either supports C in some point x, or L(p)
"asymptotically" supports C. Similarly,boundasy points of D~ either
support or asymptotically support D.
(For a special type of aureoled sets duals are extensivelY studied in
[10] )
2.4.3 Properties of Cx
a) C} - (Int C)} - (Cl C)t - ( Conv C)~ - (Au C)z
b) C~ Is closed, convex, aureoled.
c) B E C~ B~ ~ C~
d) (B~ C)~- Bx~ C~
e) (B n C)~ - Conv (B~ U C~)
f) 0 E Cl C ~ Ct -~
Proof
a) Let p be such that ii x E C: p x~ 1. Hence also p y~ 1 if
y E Int C, if y E Cl C, if y- E a.x. for x. E C , a. ~ 0 and
i i i i




b) convex: ï1 x E C: p x~ 1 and q x~ 1, then (a p t(1-a)q) x~ 1 for
a E[ 0, 1]; aureoled: tl x E C: p x~ 1~ a p x~ 1, if a
x yeclosed: suppose p E C1 C} and p~ C}, hence there exists x E C such
that p x ~ 1. But for e sufficiently small, also q x ~ 1, for
q E BE(P) -
C) d x E C: p x ~ 1 ~ fi x E B: p x ~ 1o - -
d) By c:(B v C)} C B~~~ Ct
Let p E B} n C~, hence ~ x E B: p x~ 1 and
therefore also d x E B U C: p x~ 1
2.4.4 Properties of CX
a) CX - (Int C)X - (C1 C)X - (Conv C)X - (St C)x
b) Cx is closed, convex, star shaped
c) B C C ~ BX ~ Cx
d) (B U C)X - BX n CX
e) (B n C)X - Conv (B U C)X
f ) 0 E CX
g) 0 E Int C p CX is bounded
d x E C: p x~ 1 and .
2.4.5 Properties of Co and Cz for C~ ~~
a) C~ C Co
b) Co - (Cone C)}
c) C} - Cl Cone C}
Proof
a) d x E C: p x~ 1 ~ FT x E C: p x~ 0
b) d x E C: p x~ 1 and y- a x for a~ 0 ~ p y? 0
c) Since Cx C Co , C1 Cone C} C C}
Suppose poE C},
Cone C} -{p ~,~ a~ p, FI x E C : a p x ~ 1}-{P ~ Sn~dx E C: p x~ n}
Now let q E Cone Ct
then if 0 ~ a ~ 1, a p t(1-a)p E ConeC~, so p E C1 Cone C~- o t o t
2.~.6 Properties of Co and Cz
a) C~ ~ Co
b) Co - (Cone C)o
c) Co - (Cone C)~
d) C: C (Coneint C)o
Proof
a) p E Cz, hence d x E C: p x ~ 1
Su ose opp p~(Coneint C) , hence for some x E Coneint C, we have
2p x- a~ 0, hence p(á x) - 2 and that is a contradiction.
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2.4.7 Property
a. If C is an aureoled, closed, convex set, such that 0~ C
(C~)z - C
e) if D is a star shaped, closed, convex set such that 0 E C
(Dx)~` - D
Proof (a)
1) Let xo E C
Since p E C} p d x E C: p x~ 1
we have
tl P E C~ : p x ~ 1o -
and so
xo E( Cx )x -{ x I y p E C~ : p x~ 1}
2) Let xo ~ C. Let T- {y I y- a xo for 0 ~ a ~ 1}
T is compact, and since C is aureoled T n C-~. Hence there
exists a hyperplane L(p) strictly separating T and C and
x
p E Ct.
Now xo ~(Cx)x, since p xo ~ 1
2.4.8 Theorem
Let C be a closed, convex, aureoled set, such that 0~ C, and D a
closed, convex star-shaped set, such that 0 E Int D.
a) ~ x.~ a~ 1: x E C n D and a x E C n D n C~ n D~ -~
b) C n D ~ ~ ~[ P E C~ n D~ and a~ 1 ~ a P~ C~ n D~J
c) If Coneint D n C1 ~,one C-{0}
C n D- ~ p ~ p, ~ a ~ 1: p E Cx n D~ and a p E C~ n Dz
Proof
fig. 6
a) ~ p E C~ ~ p ~2~ x~ 1, since p x~ 1 and p a x~ 1;q E D~ ~
q ~2~ x ~ 1, since q x ~ 1 and q a x ~ 1.
1t a ie iefience L(Lp)~~tr!ctly separates C} and D-.
c Let Cz~-~ D~ - ~. Since D~ is bounded, there exists a hyperplane
L(x) strictly separating both sets. Hence for som a~ 1 both x and
a x are in C n D.
b) Let x E C n D and p E Cx n Dk, hence px - 1.
It is impossible that y E C~ a p y~ 1 and y E D~ a p y ~ 1.
c) cby a
~ Let T- D n C1 Cone C. T is convex compact because of the condition.
T and C can be strictly separated by some plane L(p), hence
y x E T : p x ~ 1 and y x E C: p x~ 1. So for some a ~ 1 also
y x E T : p x ~ 1 and y x E C: p x~ a. Therefore T n ~ C- ~ anda
hence also ~ C n D-~, since ~ C C C1 Cone C. Now ~ C and D can bea a a
separated by some plane L(q) and so L(~ q) and L(q) both separate C
and D.
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2.5 The dual of a sum of sets
2.5.1 Theorem
Let C. be a family of n closed, convex,i
and 0~ E C.. Let C- E C..
1 1
~ ~
aureoled sets such that 0~ C.i
Ci} are the duals of Ci and C is the dual of C.
Now
Ct - Cl {P E Rn ~~ P E Cz ~~ ai ~ 0: p- aipi and Eai ~ 1}.
fig. 7
Proof
Let the left hand set be C'
1) C' C Cz.t
Choose p E C' and p- a.p. for p. E C~, E a. ~ 1, a. ~ 0.ii i i i- i-
Since p1 E C~, we have
x. E C. ~ p.x. ~ 1 .i i i i -
For all x E C, there exists x. E C. such that x- E x. and now1 1 Z
p x- E P x. - E a. p. x. ~ E a. ~ 1i i i i- i-
hence p E Cz
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2) Int C~ C C'.
Let p E Int C~, hence x E C~ p x~ 1
Since p E Int Co}, we have
min p xi - P xi - ai ~ 0 and á p- pi E
Ct
x. E C. ii i
and now p- a. p., p. E Cx and E a. ~ 1i i i i i-
for E x. E C,hence p E x. - E a. ~ 1.i i i -
A similar theorem is true for star shaped sets.
The following theorem follows directly from theorems 2.4.8 and 2.5.1.
2.5.2 Theorem
Let Ci (i - 1,2,...,n) be closed, convex, aureoled sets and D~ Ci and
C- E Ci, such that 0~ E Ci. D is closed star shaped, convex set, such
that 0 E Int D.
a) C n Int D~ ~ a tl p E D~ :( p. -~ p E C~ and a. ~ 0~ E a. ~ 1)- i a. i i i
i
b) C n Int D- ~ and C n D~~ p
g P E Dz : p.-~ p E Cz, a. ~ 0 and E a. - 1- i a. i i ii
z ~ z
d P E D- :(Pi - a, P E Ci ~ ai ' 0 ~ E ai ' 1)
i
c) For Coneint D n C1 Cone C-{0}
CnD-~p~pED:: p- ~ pEC~,a. ~ 0 andE a. ~ 1- a. i i ii
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Part 3
3.1 Duality in a direct market.
Let (I, X, wi,Yi) be a direct market, where I-{1,2,...,m} is the set
of consumers, X- Rn}is the commodity space, w. ~ 0 are the vectors ofi -
primary resources of each individual and ?i is the individual's preferen-
ce relation, which is assumed transitive, complete, continuous, convex
and monotonous.
Let Ci(xi) -{yi I yi a i xi} be a preference set of i, and this set is
closed, convex and aureoled.
Let ~ be the set of allocations, where x-(xi)
`A- -{ x I E xi - E wi }
and we have
x E~ ~ E w. - E X. E E C. ( x. )
i i i i
Qis the set of Pareto optima
~- {x EA I y E,~ ~ ~i: xi ~i yi or di : xi - yi}.
Now it can be shown that
x E~~ E xi E End E Ci (xi)
and
x E ~"~ P E Rn} : Yi E Ci ( xi )~ p Yi ? P xi
and y. E Int C. (x. )~ p y. ~ p x.
i i i i i
or equivalently.
1L(p) supports E Ci (xi) in E xi and L ( ~ p x p) supports Ci(xi) in xi.
i
For any S C I, tn~- cor: C is the set
G- {x E 3a I(Y E~ and E yi - E wi) ~
s s
(~i E S: xi ~i yi or i E S: xi ti yi)}
It can be shown that
x E C p f: S C I : E wi ~ Int E Ci ( xi )
s s
C C Y'
x E ~ p 10 3 p: y. E C. (x. )~ p y. ~ p x.
i i i i- i
and y; E Int C.(x.) ~ p y. ~ p x., i i i i
2o d S, 3 q: y E E C. ( xi )~ q Y? fl E wii s
A competitive eguilibrium is an allocation of the set
~-{x E~ I 2 p, d. : p x. - p w. andi i i
y E C. (x. )~ P Y- ? P w. }.i i i i
Now all these equilibrium concepts have interesting properties in dual
space, by application of théorems 2.5.1 and 2.5.2
Let Cz (p.) - C~ (x.) if p. E Bnd CX (x.). We drop t: Cz(x.) - C.z(x.)i i i i i i i i i it i
Allocation
If x E.~, is dual space
L(xi) supports Cz(xi) in pi
L(E xi) n Int ( E Ci(xi))~ -~.
i6
Pareto optimum
If and only if x E~, there exist pi, such that
L(xi) supports C~(xi) in pi
L(E xi) supports (E Ci(xi))~ in P
where p- ai pi and E ai - 1, hence p xi - ai pi xi - ai
So in price space a Pareto optimum is characterized by a rp ice p and an
income distribution ai, for E ai - 1 and pi - a. p'i
Core
If and only if x E~, there exist p and a., such thati
L(xi) supports C~(xi) in pi
L(E xi) support (E Ci(xi))zin p
for p- a. p. and E ~x. - 1i i i
and for every S C I
L(E wi) n ( E Ci(xi))~ ~ ~.
s s
The last intersection contains q such that
L(qi) separates E Ci(xi) and E wi.
s s
Competitive equilibrium (fig 8, see also fig. 7)
If and only if x E~, there exist p and a., such thati
L(xi) supports C~ (xi) in pi
L(E xi) supports Ci(E Ci(xi))~ in p
where p- a. p. and E a. - 1i i i






~.1 Price eguilibrium in price space
An economy is defined by the following concepts
1) A set I-{1,2,...,m} of consumers
2) A consumption set X. C Rn for each ii
3) A vector of primary resources wi E Rn for each i
4) A preference relation ~ for each ii
5) A production set Z C Rn (this set may be a sum of production set
Z~ of individual producers: Z- E Z~)
6) A total production set Y- Z t{E w.}i
In the next section we shall introduce a set of assumptions, in the
rest of this section however, we shall be vague about assumptions anà
assume implicitely that the concépts to be introduced are meaningful.
Let Ci(xi) -{yi I yi ~ i xi}. Now a price eguilibrium is an allocation
xi E Xi, a production y E Y and a price vector p E Rn}, such that
p y~ p z for any z E Y
p x. ~ p v. for any v. E C.(x.)i- i i i i
y-EX..
1
If we choose p such that p y- 1, and if we assume that for each i
p xi ~ 0, we have
L(p) supports Y in y
L(p) supports E C.(x.) in E x.i i i
- 1L(pi) supports Ci(xi) in xi, for Fi ---~ ~p x.i
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Since p xi ~ 0, L(pi) alsc supports Au Ci(xi) in xi en hence L(p) supports
E Au C.(x.) in E x..i i i
To simplify the notation we shall denote
Yz - Y~ and CY (xi) - C(xi)z
Now Yz contains all prices at which ar~y feasible production costs at most
1, whereas Cz(xi) contains all prices such that a consumption, which is
preferred or indifferent t xi, costs at least 1.
For the equilibrium (xi, y, p) we can now state in price space:
L(y) supports both Y~ and ( E C.(x.))x in p hence L(y) separatesi i
both sets, whereas
L(xi) supports C~(xi) in pi
We can state equivalently:
Pi E C~ (P1) - C~(xi)
P E (E Ci (Pi))~
and
(E Ci (pi))z n Int Yz - ~.
Now p xi - ai is the íncome of the i'th individual, where E ai - 1
and p - ~i pi.
If a price equilibrium, besides the condition above also verifies that
pi xi is equal to a predetermined income, it is a competitive equilibrium.
4.2 Assumptions
We introduce a set of assumptions on the economy of section 4,1. These
assumptions are inspired on the ones of Debreu in [ 3], they are however
stronger, but weaker tr.an those in [ 2]. -
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Consumers
A.1 X. is closed and convex and 0~ X.i i
A.2 ~i is transitive, complete,
A.3 Ci(xi) -{yi I yi) i xi} is convex
A.4 Ci(xi) and {yi I xi ~ i yi} ~e closed.
A.5 For each i, and for x. E X. and t E Rni i
(~1 e~ 2 a : B (xtat) n C(y) ~ S~l ~( Y}. v Y x~~ u~ O:xtut~.v] -E 1 1 1
Producers
B1 Y is convex, closed and 0 E Int Y(hence Y is star shaped)
B2 Y ~ - Rn}
Sums of sets
C1 Cj(zj) -{zj ~~xy E X.i ' Zj ?.i x.~} ~ Só
~{ E Au Xi t Au Cj(zj)} n Y- 0
i~j
C2 E Xi n Y~{6
C3 E Cl Cone X. n Coneint Y-{p},1
C4 E C1 Cone X. n- E C1 ~one X. -{0}.1 1
D Income distribution
For each p, such that max p y exists, there exist m continuous functions
ai(p) such that
yEY
tlu ~ 0 : ai(P) - ai(uP)
E ai(P) - 1
p x.
Int Xi n{xi I max p y ` ai(P)} ~~
yEY
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gT ~ p, di, d r : ai(p) ' T
This distribution functions might be based on a distriï ~tion of surplus
income ~i(p) in a private ownership econou{y ( see [] ), such that
P wi t ~i(P)
~i(p) - max P Y
for ~i(p) continuous. The above conditions are full filled if we assume
{Coneint Y t(wi)} n lnt Xi ~~, for each i.
Assumptions A1 - A4 are usual, apart from the assumption 0~ Xi, neces-
sary to garantee that X~ is not empty. This condition (and C4 which re-
quires the same for sums of X.) is not as strong as it seems, becausei
it could be constructed by a translation of the origin. A5 is a regula-
rity condition, exclud;.ng tt~at different preference sets converge to the
same hyperplane, and therefore two dual preference sets have common
boundary points. C1 encures that a satiable consumer is not satiated at
a feasible allocation, C2 guarantees the existence of a feasible allocation,
C3 rules out an "equilibrium" at infinity and by Ck the sum of all con-
sumption sets, can be separated from (0).
4.3 Dual preference se~s
With any set C.(x.) is associated its dual C~(x.), containing all pricesi i i i
at which no better point than xi is availabled an amount 1
Cz(xi) -{pi ~ y E Ci(xi) ~ pi xi ? 1}.
:'ince- C.(xi) is closed and convex and does not contain the origin,
C~(x.) is closed, convex, and aureoled and 0~ C~(x.).- i i i
ïf pl is in the lower bound of C~(xi), the plane L(p) supports, or
asymptoticallysupports C.(x.).i i
Now let Pibe the set of all prices such that L(p) supports or asymptoti-
cally supports one and cnly one preference set, i.e. P. contains all- 1
prices that are in the lower bound of one and only one set C~(x.)i i
Pi - {pi I ? xi : p E C~( xi ) and a ~ 1~ a p ~ Cx( xi ) r
P E C(Y- ) and y. ti x. ~, u ~ 1: u p E C( )}1 i i yi
Idow assumption A5 guarantees that any p that is in some dual preference
set, is in Pi, if it is not: X~.
Hence no :~(.) can support or asymptotically support more dual sets,
unless its supports X..i
Theorem ~.3.1
H x. E X: C.(xx) ~ Xx C P.i i i i i
Proof
a) If p E C~(x.) ` X~, L(p) supports some preference set:i i i
Since p E C~(xi),. L(p) n Int C~(xi) -~.
By the representation theorem ~i is representable by a continuous utility
function u.(x.).i i
Let u.(p) - inf u.(y) ~ u.(x.)
1 YlEL(P) 1
i i
Now u(p) - u(zi) for some xi ~ zi and L(p) supports or asymptotically
supports C.(z.).i i
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b) Suppose L(p) supports (asymptotically) Ci(xi) and Ci(yi) for
xi ~ yi . Hence p E Bnd z(xi) and p E Bnd CX(yi).
Since CX(xi) is convex, ttiere exists some hyperplane that supports C~(y.)
in p:{q I q t- a}, where pt - a
Now suppose a~ 0 hence q(~ t) - 1 and hence L(p) supports C(x.) in x.oi, i i
and then L(p) cannot support C(yi), since xi E C(yi).
fig. 9
Hence a- 0 and therefore t E C1 Cone C(x.).i
Let z--L . Now z E L( p) and y u~1: u z t a t E C( xi ) for a suffi-
~P~2
cientl,y large.
But now also holds
dE ~a : B (z t at) n C(Y) ~~e
but it is not true that for some a
z t at ti Y
and that is in contreliction with assumption A5.
Note that it is not ~xcluded that L(p) supports both Xi and some
C. (x. ).i ~
24
We can define C~ as a correspondence
Ck : P-yRn
where
C~(Pi) - C~(xi) if p E Cx(xi) and ~I a ~ 1: p~ C~(x.).1 1
Theorem ~.3.2
The correspondence C~ : P-~ Rn is closed and l.s.c.
Proof
a) Cx is closed in F
Let ps ~ po~ qs i qo and qs E C(ps), all points of ?.
Suppose qo ~ C(po). Hence C(po) C C(qo). Choose r E Int C(qo) ` C(po).
Now C(po) C C(r) C C(qo) and po E Int C(r) since C(po) cannot support
more then one preference set, qo ~ C(r).
For some s~ n, ps E C(r) and for some s~ m, qs ~ C(r). Hence if
s~ n and s~ m qs ~ C(r), hence qs ~ C(r).
C~ is l.s.c. in P
Let A be an open set, such that Cz(po) n A ~~. Let po ~ X~.
Now there exists qo E Cz(po) n A. C(qo) C C(po) and po ~ C(qo).
P` C(qo) is an open set and r E P ` C(qo) ~ qo E C(r) hence
C(r) n A~~. So Cz is l.s.c.
4.L Artificial satiation set
For consumers with satiation consumption zj, we assumed
{ E Au Xi t Au Cj(zj)} n Y-~.
i~j
For insatiable consumers we construct a set with the same properties,
25
so that this set cannot contain an equilibrium consumption.
By assumption
E Cone Xi n-(~ Cone Xi) -{p}
and therefore
{0} ~ Conv V X.i
and hence
n xz - (V Xi)~ ~ ~.
Also by assumption
EC1 Cone X. n Coneint Y-{~},i
Therefore there exists ~~ 1, such that a Y n Conv V X. -~, so therei
exists some hyperplane L(r), which strictly separates both sets, hence
r E(Int n ri~) n Cone Y~i
Hence there exists u ~ 1, such that L(ur) n Y -~, whereas L(ur) n Au X.i
is compact for each i.
Let j be an insatiable consumerand let zj be a most preferred point of
L(ur). Now Cj(zj) n Y-~ and Cj(zj) is an artificial satiation set:
obviousl„}r L(ur) separates E Au X. t Au Cj(zj) from Y, since L(r) se-i~j i
parates 0 and Au X..i
With any satiated consumer can be associated a price vector p(z.),
J
such that
P(zj) E Iat n X~ n Cz z.).
i~j ~( ~
For j insatiable, choo~e p(z.) - r.
J
If j is satiable, by assumption
[ E Au Xi t E Cj(zj)] n'' - Q
i~j
hence
Int [ E Au Xi t E Cj(zj)]~ n Yx ~ fQ. .
i~j
Let q be a interior point of this set.
By theorem 2.5.1 q- c;. q.1 i E cpi ~ 1 and 4i E X~~ q. E Cz(z. ).J J J
For cp - min ~pi, and p(zj) -~ q, we have p(zj) E n X~ n C~(zj).
~
4.5 Existence
We are now reac~y to prove the existence of an equilibrium for the
economy defined in 4.1 and 4.2.
Obviously the result as such is not new, but the method of proof seems
interesting and may be applicable for more general cases.
Theorem
An economy for which the assumptions at section 4.2 hold, has an equi-
librium xi, y, p, such that
P Y ' P z for z E Y
p x. - a.(p) ~ p v. for any v. E C.(x.)i i - i i i i
Proof
Let n Cz(z.) be the intersection of the dual satiation sets, artificial
J
or not. Since n Cz(zi) ~ n Xz, this intersection has non empty interior.
Now choose a number m such that
1) tli : ~ ~ ~m ti 3)'~XZ~~mYZ~ ~
2)V i: p(z. ) E ~ Y~
i m
Now let
Di - Cx(zi) n m Yx
Di is convex, compact, i,et
ti x xC i(Pi) - Ci(Pi) n Di for pi E Di ` Xi.
ti
The correspondence C~: Di ` Xi -~ Di is continuous, since Di is compact
and C~ is closed and lower semi continuous.
fig. 10
Let S} -{s E Rn ~ s~ 0 and E sk - 1} be the set of nonpositive "unit"
prices, which sum up to 1, and
S- S n Con Yxy f




- 5 ~~ Cone D.~i y 1
S- ~i ~i - Sy ~(n Cone Di ).
All sets S are non empty, convex and compact.
With any ur.it price s E S, can be associated a real number a(s) and a
y
production price p(s) on the boundary of Yz:
~c : ~ R, where a(s) - max {a I a s- Y~}`v
F : -~ Yz, where p(s) - a(s)s.
Both m;ppings are continuous, since Y~ is a compact, convex set ard
a(s) is a convex function.
The income distribution function assigns an ir.come ai(p) to each indivi-
dual i. Obviously a.(p(s)) -~,(s) - a-(a(s)s).i - 1
Now with any production price p(s) can be associat~,: an indiviàual price
p., by deflating the production price with the i::come. Hence we map thei
set of unit prices into the individual price-space:
pi : Sy ~ Rn, where pi(s) - ~1 (P(s)) p(s) - ~i(s) s.
Since both a(s) and ai(s) are continuous, the function pi(s) is conti-
nuous. Note that pi(s) ~ 0, since ai(s) ~ U and that pi(s) ~ Xi and
pi(s) E m Y~, since ai(s) ~ m,
We now define a correspondence F. : S. -~ S., wherei i i
ti
Si n Cone C z( Pi(s)) if pi(s) E Ct(zi)
'F.(s)
1 - Si n Cone C z(zi) if pi(s) ~ Cz(zi)
This correspondence is ccn~~-.~- : The funetion p.(s) is continuous- iti x
and maps Si into Cone Di. Further C i(pi) is continuous, hence i(pi(s))
is continuous and tt,erefore also the intersection of its cone with Si.
For points pi(s) ~ Ci(z), i.e. for individual prices which allow (arti-
x
ficial) satiation consumpt:on, the correspondence gives Si n Cone Ci(zi)-Si'
We have
d s E S. : S n Cone ( X~ n ~ yx) C F.(s) C S.i i ~ m i i
hence Fi(s) is nowhere eznpty and Fi(s) is a convex set.
Let F: S-~ S be the corre.-.pondence
F(s) - n Fi(s) for s E S- n S.i
and this correspondence is continuous, not empty, since
fig. 1i
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n xs~~ and F(s) is convex.
We further define a real valued fuction g. : S. x S. -~ R, wherer ~ i
gi(s~r) -
min {N~ m ~ W Pi(r) E C~(Pi(s))} if pi(s) E C~(zi)
min {~V~ m ~~ P(r) E Cx (Pi(s))} if pi(s) ~ C~(Zi)-
This functior, is continuous, convave ~i r ~ver the set F.(s) and quasi
concave in r over S..i
t t o o t t t oContinuity : let s , r -~ s, r and gi(s , r)-~ -~ y~ .
Since st -~ so, we have t~ o, J.-r t- Vt tpi(s ) pi(s i. a p(r ) hence
t o 0 o t x tq-~ q-~ p(r ). Since by definition q E Ci(pi(s )) , we have
qo E C~(pi(so)), because of the closedeness of the correspondence
Now suppose qo E Int Cx(pi(so)).
In this case there exist cp ~ yno and ~~ ~.icr. tr.a~ 0- gi(S ~
x O
q E Ci(pi(s
)). Let BE(q) be an oper, ::eignbournued of ï
Because of lower-semi-continuity of Cx, we would have, for e ~'z(~po - cp),i
x oBc(q) n C.(v) ~~ for any v in some neighbourhood of pi(s ).
However, for t sufficiently large, pi(st) must be in such a neighbourhood
and, since qt is in the boundary of CX(pi(st)), we have
B x t
E(q) n Ci(pi(s )) -~, which is a contradiction.
The function is convex in r over Fi(s) since both Yx and Cz(pi(s)) are
convex and the funetion measures the "distance" between these two sets.
Outside F.(s), the function is constant. We havei
m ~ gi(s,s) - ~1(s) ' 0
i
1 1
m ~ gi(s's) ~. a.(s)i
~ 0
if pi(s; E Cx(zi)
if pi(s) ~ Cz(zi).
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Now let f. : S. x S. -~ R, wherei i i
fi ~s,r) - .gi (s,r)
Obviously this function is continuous, convex in r over Fi(s) and
quasi-convex in r over S..i
FinalJy f: S x S-r R, where
f(s,r) - E fi(s,r).
This function is continuous and convex in r over F(s) and we have
f(s,s) - 1- E ai(s) if di : pi(s) E Cx(zi)
f(s,s) ~ 1 if H i: pi(s) ~ Cx(zi)
Let (3 : S~ R and ri: S-~ S, where
B(s) - max. {f(s,r) I r E F(s)}
H(s) - {r ~ f(s,r) - Q(s)}.
By theorems 1 and 2 of Berge [ 1], page 121, 122, the function S(s)
is continuous on the compact convex set S.
By a slight generalisation of Berges maximum theorem, the correspondence
H is upper semi-continuous. Hence by Kakutani's fixed point theorem,
there exists s E S, such that s E H(s). In this fixed point, we have




if S i: pi(s) ~ Cx(zi)
)1 This theorem is given for one variable(f(s)). However for f(s,r)
the proof is the saate as the one given by Berge.
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Case 1: f(s,-) - 1
Now C~(pi(s)) is the dual and Ci(pi(s)) is the original preference set
and p - ai(~). pi(s)
p E[ E Ci(Pi(s))lk n Y~.
There exists no interior point of Y~, contained in [E C.(p.(s))]z,i i
since for p(r) E Y~, we have p(r) - fi(s,r) pi(r) and E fi(s,r) ~ 1.
Hence
P~ Int Y~ n[ E Ci(Pi(s))]~.
So L(p(s)) supports both sets in some point x, whereas L(p.(s)) supportsi
Ci(pi(s)) in points xi, where E xi - x. So x is an equilibrium and
p(s) is an equilibrium price.
Case 2: f(s,s) ~ 1.
Now for some j, pj(s) ~ Cx(zj).
ti ti
Since pj(zj) E Cx(zj) and pj(zj) E C~(p(s)), there exists t E F(s) such
that p(zj) - ut.









and this contradicts the hypothesis that
-f(s,s) - max f(s,r) ~ 1.
rEF(s)
This completes the proof of the theorem.
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